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You’ve never seen stone like this. 
Our mantels are unmatched in the marketplace 
and are renowned for their exquisite details and 
creativity.

Our process has taken 25 years to perfect, yet 
is beautifully simple. Cornerstone Architectural 
Products manufactures its products using natural 
crushed marble and granite aggregates to create a 
superior product that is unrivaled in its consistent 
quality and ease of installation. 

Combine naturally beautiful New England Veneer 
Stone® with our architectural cast details to take 
your fireplace to a whole new level.

www.cornerstoneproductsllc.com

theLexington
Our newest fireplace mantel design, the Lexington 
features carved corbels, 9" mantel top, crown detail, 
and a custom hearth. Our New England Veneer Stone 
is the perfect compliment in Square and Rec. 

This pictured mantel and hearth were cast in Traditional 
Buff color with an Etched Limestone finish. The veneer 
is a custom buff color to match.



MODEL #CAP-MAN-LX15
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theChateau
The Chateau features scrolled corbels, dentil top, raised panel header, dentil crown molding, 
and custom hearth. This mantel was cast in Traditional Buff with an Etched Limestone Finish. 
Shown with mosaic veneer.

Cornerstone Architectural Productsʼ number one priority is to manufacture a product of superior 
quality that has the look and feel of natural stone. Over the years, we have designed, manufactured, 
and installed custom pieces for residential and commercial projects throughout the United States. 
Our artisans and professional mold-makers create detailed custom pieces from drawings or 
photographs.

With our state-of-the-art, 42,000 square foot manufacturing facility, we are able to perform jobs 
of all sizes. Cornerstone Architectural Products welcomes the opportunity to bid on your future 
project, whether it is a residential, commercial, or restoration project. We can facilitate all of your 
architectural cast stone requirements.

MODEL #CAP-MAN-CH11
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the Normandy

The Normandy is the perfect fireplace mantel for your great room. Versatile and adaptable to any ceiling height, it is available in a 
wide range of colors and finishes. Add an overmantel with columns and niches for added height and impact. Shown on opposite page in 
Traditional Buff with Etched Limestone finish. Above left and right is Traditional Buff with Antique Travertine finish. 
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the Tuscany

The Tuscany features a beautifully detailed face and carved corbels. Shown here in our 
Traditional Buff color and Travertine finish. Cornerstone Architectural Products offers a broad 
range of design capabilities, colors and finishes.

MODEL #CAP-MAN-01



the Vicenza
The Vicenza is a beautifully detailed mantel. The mantel top features a dentil edge and ornate floral carvings with two Gothic gargoyles 
flanking the center cartouche. The curved, fluted pilasters are available in a clawed or block foot. Shown below in White Travertine finish 
(left) or a Traditional Buff Etched Limestone finish that has been hand-antiqued (right).

MODEL #CAP-MAN-VC03



the Provençal

The Provençal lends charm with floral 
carvings, rope edged trim, and an elegant frieze. 
Shown in Traditional Buff with a hand-antiqued 
Etched Limestone finish.
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MODEL #CAP-MAN-PR07



Cornerstone Architectural Products manufactures custom hearths made to the customer’s specifications. Pictured 
above is a large hearth in Gray Granite finish with Rock Edge, ready to be palletized and shipped. 

Custom Configurations: Our fireplaces are manufactured 
with interchangeable design components. Pictured above is the 
Normandy mantel top with Corinthian column legs.

Above Top: Roman mantel top with Vicenza leg in Traditional Buff 
with a Travertine Finish. Above Bottom: Roman mantel top and leg 
with carved frieze header in White Etched Limestone finish.

MODEL #CAP-MAN-RM01

MODEL #CAP-MAN-RMV02
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234 Northeast Road, Unit 5
Standish, ME 04084

800-440-4119

www.cornerstoneproductsllc.com
www.neveneerstone.com


